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Dear friends of  St Brigid’s Third World Group  

Hope House is a faith based charity centre serving as a hospice facility, a 

home away from home, for the terminally ill, HIV/AIDS and HIV/AIDS related 

illnesses.  It was begun in the year 2001 by the late bishop Luis Ndlovu of 

Swaziland, Diocese of Manzini as part of the Caritas programme, as caritas is 

the social arm of the Catholic Church. In this regard the centre serves as a half 

way- house between hospital and home for those in need. Hope House is the 

only centre in the country which provides such care and support we have 

clients from all the regions of the kingdom of Swaziland. 

Our main objective is to alleviate the physical, psychosocial and spiritual 

suffering of the terminally ill, through the provision of a quiet environment, 

palliative care, dietary advice, counselling and companionship. The housing 

units are self-contained and occupants are expected to cook their own food, 

through the assistance of various donors we were able to provide food to the 

poor clients who are unable to bring and cook, therefore most of the clients 

depend entirely on the centre for all their needs. As all our clients are seriously 

ill and confined to bed, each client (patient) has a minder, (attendant) to take 

care of them. They are very poor and by the time they come to us they have 

already spend all what they have in the hospitals and to the witch Doctors. 

Hope House have 25 units where we can admit and care for the clients, we also 

have children’s unit where we admit and care for the HIV AIDS and terminally 

ill and   provide them with holistic care, comfort and user-friendly services.  

For the children’s programme we work in collaboration with the Rocking Horse 

project. Each home is meant for a family, at times 2 or 3 members are admitted 

from the same family in the same unit with the assistance of a care giver to 

care giver care for them and cook and wash for their dear sick relative. Our 

Bed occupancy rate is 90% .It Comprises of a staff Complement of   14 with 

diverse skills and this is evidenced by the Programmes offered in the centre.  

 Our Organization is very Crucial to all HIV AIDS destitute patients who are 

discharged still in critical condition in Hospital because of filled hospital beds, 

which leads to Families finding themselves with ill and depressed patients 
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without proper care at home. The centre is a half-way house between the 

hospital and home. 

 Our Vision is to offer the Nation a sanctuary of peace of mind in their need. 

Our mission is to ensure that patients are prepared for their lives on earth and 

the world beyond, & those who are very seriously ill, to prepare them for a 

dignified death.  Last year we  had, almost 92 % of the clients walked back 

home, some even back to School to continue their studies & back to their work 

places.  

We have a physiotherapy unit which provides free physiotherapy for all our 

clients who are physically challenged, most of the HIV AIDS clients come to us 

with a stroke. We also work in collaboration with Cheshire home with regard to 

physiotherapy. The clients who have never walked for more than three years 

have walked back home with the grace of God and the provision of 

physiotherapy.  

Year 2018 had its own ups and downs in our mission We had many kids 

admitted at the centre even from the same family three kids and the parents. 

Two kids were  born with HIV and the other was infected  later. Since the 

mother had another baby we had to hire some to hire take care of the other 

sick babies at the centre.  As the days went by the hired minder began to ill-

treat the babies  and we  had look for  the  mother care for the kids. Now they 

have make a very good progress and responding well to the medication.  

 

 

Despite the impressive amount of work that has  been done by NGOs, 

international partners and Governments  the challenge is for getting people to 
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get tested. People who are living with HIV   who are not yet tested, not on 

treatment, and not virally suppressed are  a big challenge arriving to the vision 

2022 target and in line  with the 95,95,95 target to keep the people  alive and 

healthy enough  not to transmit HIV.  The catalyst to achieving this is  testing. 

.For HIV positive Pregnant and Lactating mothers, a course of ARV to reduce    

Mother to Child transmission in accordance with nationally approved 

protocols. Today HIV TESTING, HIV positive status Disclosure is not only 

important to prevent New HIV infections but is also paramount in the 

management of HIV including relationships in General. The reality though, is 

that disclosure is not an event but a process, a tough and challenging one. 

The NOGS and support group play an important part in improving the 

communities’ treatment literacy and helps them access available new models 

of care.  

 

 

We also had a Lady visiting Hope house from Mankhyane , and inviting Times 

of  Swaziland, stating that she has  healed clients  with Cancer at Hope House. 

Whereas the cancer clients in their 4th stage and still has not made any 

progress.   
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Mr. Eugine was admitted with various  complications and on ARVs and is 

making a good progress his  girlfriend and  son left him and one his 

neighbours is taking care of him and all his 

needs  .  

 
 

Mr. Charles Muzi Kunene  is with us  for more than year with paralysis due to   

motor vehicle accident , with deep pressure sores, he was  discharged in 

November 2017, but he had  always excuses stating that he has no place to go. 

Finally we got the information  that he had  some criminal cases and  was  

trying  to hide  under  the protection of  Hope House, he has  found  a house 

and will be  moving out end of February.  It is always seen that when the 

individuals are sick usually their partners leave them alone and at the end of 

the day there is no one to care for them.  At the end of the day they need to 

hire someone to care for them in their needs. World sick day celebrated on the 

11th February and prayed for all the sick, also for all those who passed away at 
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Hope House all those who are suffering. Food hampers was distributed to all 

the clients.   

 

The New & improved pills called Dolutegravir, a remarkably powerful and safe 

ARV that inhibits HIV’s integrase enzyme   taken once a day and contains a 

“best in class” combination of three antiretroviral (ARV) drugs shall be in the 

country in October 2018.  These pills will be offered as a first line treatment, 

with powerful suppression of HIV, low toxicity, and ease of use shall help the 

people to stay on treatment for their lifetimes and reduce the chance of ARV 

resistance.  Another  success which we have is self-testing Kit, since the 

males being reluctant to go for testing ,this  will bring a great success as the 

kit has all the information inside that helps the user on how to use it and  what 

to do.  

We have Qondile Ndzimandze 17 years old from Good shepherd Hospital; 

Home based team Siteki  was admitted at Hope house  on the 20th July with the 

history of HIV AIDS & poor adherence due to social & psychological problems. 

She began her   HAART in 2015, 2017 her mother passed away with same 

illness. Then she was taken care by her sister & step father, who were working 

in a firm and they changed Quondile’s surname to get some benefits and 

assistance from their working place, last year her sister also passed away who 

was 24 years old. Then Qondile went back to Good shepherd hospital with a 

different surname, and hospital team had difficulty in tracing her out  due to 

change of surname. Now the client has two files with different surname. After 

much enquiry the story came in to light and the client was traced out and now 

the two files made in to one and now she is at Hope House making a great 

improvement.  Hope and pray that she will be well soon and will be able to 

return back to school.   
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Our vegetable garden continues to produce fresh healthy vegetables which are 

enjoyed by the clients.  Mr. Hentry Dlamini was admitted on the 9th August 

from home with severe contractures of upper and lower limbs since three 

months and severe bedsores on the sacral region.  With the efficient nursing 

care of our staff Mr. Henry is making a big improvement. Swazi plastic 

Matsapha provide a food hampers for all the clients and prayed with them. We 

are grateful to all those  who assist us to give a  quality care to our clients.     

 

Hope House continues to admit and care for the    terminally ill clients and we 

provide a quality is through our efficient and committed staff.  We have many 

clients with Cancer, TB and stroke associated with HIV AIDS. I am sure the 

new National strategic Framework shall help us to bring down such infections 

for the years to come. The relatives of the clients need to be more caring and 

understanding to reduce the AIDS infections. Abstinence will enable the 

school going ages to keep away from HIV AIDS to achieve a greater goal in 

their lives to become great personals to reach out to others with a value 

education.   
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Hope House was very busy with many clients with cancer associated with HIV 
AIDS.  Good many clients who are HIV positive came with, stroke & pressure 
sores.  Bekhie Themba Gumedze was admitted on the 3rd June from Sitekie. 
He was referred by the Home based Good Shepherded team.  Since he was 
suffering from Cancer associated with HIV AIDS his dear family members 
deserted him alone in his so called home. As he was brought in, we had to 
hired a care giver, since he was bed ridden and was paralyzed. We provided 
him with all that he was need off. First and foremost  the Nursing students of 
Good Shepherd who are on their  practical   gave him a bed  bath and  put on  
clean clothes and gave him food, by then he  was  able to talk. His feeble voice 
was heard by only those who were close to him.  He is on colostomy bag and 
is very weak and fragile.  
Bothsile Dlamini of 44 was admitted with cancer associated with HIV AIDS and 
is confined to bed and her mother is taking care of her. She is on morphine 
which relives her pain.  She is lucky to have her mother close to her to take 
care for her. She is from a very poor family and hardly has anything to eat and 
she depends entirely on Hope House centre for everything. 
    
This is Thembilo, she was admitted at Hope House with terminal illness & with 
cancer. She was brought in in an ambulance in a stretcher, very critically ill 
and no one  ever though she will recover from her illness, all her relatives left 
her and we  hired Miss Silvia as  a care giver, who was indeed  a very 
committed care giver, her tender  care and the  nursing care of the Hope 
House Staff  made  Thembilo to recover from her  illness and  today she is a 
Security guard at  the Lubumbo Referral Hospital.   Is it not life is a gift from 
God our loving Father?   Thanking the Good GOD for his Blessing, care 
Support 
 
We have   Mliswa 5 years and Wamukhelwas 16 months born with HIV  and is  

fighting for  life with various  complications,  The  mother too  is  on ARVs and  she 

has the burden of taking care of these  little one  who are with very poor adherence. 

Today they had been to Baylor hospital Mbabane and fund them in better health and 

will be discharged home on Monday, they have made a great improvement to be 

back home.  
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 The clients who were admitted at Hope house as patients were discharges home 

and now have come back as care givers. Some are still weak and need special care; 

two of our care givers were very ill and had to be admitted in RFM with various 

complications.  Cancer & TB associated with HIV is a big Challenge, for which we 

are battling with. Mafika who was admitted yesterday is taken care by his wife and 

brother in in a critical condition, as he began to lose strength in his upper and lower 

limbs. He is unable to do anything by himself, he needs to be fed and washed; his 

brother does it with so much love and affection. He is on physiotherapy and 

medication hope and prays that he will recover soon. 

At Hope house we have a young lady by the name of Sithembile was admitted on 

the 17th April, 2018 with cancer on the one eye. The right eye was removed before 

her coming to Hope House.  She is completely blind and most areas of the face 

are destroyed by the Cancer. To relieve the pain, she has been on Morphine since 

2013. The cancer started to spread to her left eye in 2017. In the same year she 

started taking ARVs. She is very anemic, weak and bedridden, Her Mother look 

after her at Hope House, She collects Sithembilie,s drugs morphine from Mbabane 

Government hospital. The tender loving care of the staff gives her relief and she is 

serene and cheerful. We implore God’s assistance to grant her strength and 

courage to accept the challenges of life. Sithembile says: “Not all is lost when you 

lose your eye sight. Not being able to see allows me to get to know people around 

me based on their personality rather than their looks or dress code. I can tell a lot 

about a person based on how they converse with me. If somebody greets me and 

sounds cheerful, I can postulate that they’re an outgoing person who’s relatively 

easy to talk to. I can tell which nurse is coming to visit my cottage while still far by 

her footsteps and if I am wrong, I will be able to correct myself before she can utter 

a word as she enters the door by the perfume she is wearing”. Talking with 

Sithembile about all this really made me realize that while yes there are some 

setbacks, there are great things that don’t require vision — there are great 

moments in life you don’t have to see with your eyes.  
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Hope House has many cancer and stroke patients of various categories and the 

majority of these are on ART.  Having an operational physiotherapy within the 

confines of the Palliative Care Centre has been a great help and blessing for all 

the stroke patients.  

 

The Swedish Free Church donated food for the clients, minders and staff, they 

prayed with them and for them and for them.  Health Education & workshop on 

Cancer, Pressure sores, Diabetic foot, and Hypertension & Stroke and incidental 

talks were given.   
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The well maintained vegetable and flower garden which gives lives and a 
speedy recovery to our clients. We provide the clients with fresh vegetables, 
which they enjoy at all times. The barren land is now filled with green leafy 
vegetables.  The beautiful flower garden and well maintained lawn gives joy to 
all who come in and add beauty to the surroundings. We are preparing new 
plot for the vegetables in order to fund raise for Hope House with the sale of 
vegetables.   
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A new client Sithembile  was admitted on the 17th April with cancer of both eyes. She 

is completely blind and most areas of the face is also destroyed by the Cancer, She 

is on Morphine for the relief of  pain from 2013 , right eye was  removed. Cancer 

spread to the left eye in 2017. 31st  August 31st. 2017 she began her  ARVs, she is 

very anaemic, weak and  confined to bed, She have a son who is in form two, her 

loving  mother from  Hlatikhlu came to  take care of her so lovingly. They collect their 

morphine from Mbabane Government hospital. The tender loving care of the staff 

gives her relief and she is serene and cheerful. We implore God’s assistance to 

grant her strength and  courage to accept the challenges of life.  

We have many Clients with cancer and stroke of various types and most of the 

clients are on ART.  The physiotherapy is a great help for all the clients with Stroke. 

The sick get their fresh vegetables from the Hope House garden. We provide them 

with health education and train them to care for their dear sick relative.  Our Quality 

and efficient care give a speedy recovery to our clients.  
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The  physiotherapy depart is a great blessing to Hope House, Many clients with 

disability is able to walk back home, our efficient and committed physiotherapist 

gives their  maximum talents and time  for the clients  which helps the clients to walk 

back home.   

 

On30th October we  celebrated World AIDS day at Hope House,  Sr. Elsa the 

programme  manager of Hope House introduced the Programme Director Mr. 

Machawe, Ngcamphalala, and he invited Mr. Godwin to give the word of God. 

Mr. Harry Nxumalo gave the welcome remark and  explained  a  brief history of 

Hope house, Fr. Larry McDonell was  the idea  behind  Hope House for the 

terminally ill clients. Fr. Francis IMC lighted the candle and gave the message. 

Manzini Mayor Mr. Mxolisi Mabuza in his  speech highlighted that  3 in every 

four people know their status but the barriers to HIV programmes , which 
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include Stigma, discrimination and lack of testing centres. He  concluded his 

speech stating that les us have the   winning spirit in order to end  HIV AIDS all 

the way to 2030.  

 

Then the minders, clients and staff presented  a  dialogue on the  need of 

visiting the health facility when one is ill than going to the witch doctors.  

 

Mr Sydney Nkambule gave a thumps  up for  hope house being very regular 

and punctual in reporting on time and  giving accurate data to NRCHA. Mrs. 

Thembi Gama  gave a  speech    on behalf of NERCHA Director Mr. Khaya 

Mabuza who was  absent. She  said the Thee is to live positive and know your 

status and said knowledge is power. She said the benefit of testing which is to 

end HIV AIDS by 2022 in Eswatini and by  2030   in the world at large. She  was 

delighted to see the quality care given at Hope House as well as the clean 
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surrounding, filled with beautiful flower  garden, vegetable  garden and prayer 

house, physiotherapy & children’s  department.  

 

 

The Marimba  band and  St. John Bosco Pre-school kids  presented lovely programmes which 

everyone  enjoyed. Ms Thoko Ngubeni Manzini Health regional officer  stated that this is the 

time to remember the lost ones and to celebrate the achievements on the gains  taken to fight 

HIVAIDS, she  encouraged everyone to know their status to have an AIDS free Nation and  

generation, which also helps us to know our health status . She  thanked Hope House for 

providing a  quality care  and  support  and alleviating the suffering of the nations. Many other 

staff from the ministry of health was  also present for the same, all were wonderstruck  and  

congratulated Hope House for clean and neat homes and the surroundings.    

The key note address was  delivered by Bishop Jose Louis the Catholic bishop of Manzini, he  

said that he  was  tested for HID in 1981 as a priest as  hews  going for his  studies to the 

states. He again stated that AIDS does not have the treatment but we have the treatment, if  we  

are grateful to God, know your status and God constantly listens to our prayers. He concluded 

his  speech saying HIV AIDS is an Issue of Christian faith and he  blessed everyone  present. 

Mr. William Kelly the National Director of Caritas Eswatini proposed the vote of thanks and 

thanked Sr. Elsa and staff for their dedicated service and   everyone  for their gracious 

presence, lunch was  served for all. We thanked the good God for a lovely weather and all 

those who contributed so generously foe the welfare of the programme and the gracious 

presence  of all those who love and care for us.     

Prime Minister Ambrose  Dlamini  said the theme for the 2018 World AIDS Day was 

“Know your Status”, with a focus on revitalizing the benefits of individuals’ knowledge 

of their HIV status and the importance of accessing relevant services. The PM noted 

that the theme meant to mobilize all, to overcome fear and stigma and to test and 

know individual HIV status, which would in-turn, intensify the country’s efforts 

towards the attainment of the 95.95.95 target. To achieve an AIDS-free generation 

we need to ensure that 95% of people who are living with HIV are tested and know 

their status; that 95% of those who have tested positive and know there are living 

with HIV, are enrolled on treatment; and that 95% of those on treatment achieve viral 

suppression. Achieving this goal will ultimately lead to the national goal of ending 

AIDS as a public health threat. 
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“It is encouraging to learn that women have been leading in testing for HIV. May I 

call upon all men and boys to take advantage of available testing services, including 

the recently introduced self-testing technologies, to know their status. Without your 

full participation it will be a struggle to end AIDS in Eswatini,” he continued. He 

continued to say evidence indicates that adolescent girls and young women are the 

most vulnerable to HIV infection, and encouraged everyone to take charge of their 

lives and protect themselves from risky behaviours.  

 
We were blessed  with so many generous  people who contributed richly for the clients  during 

the Christmas season, even Bishop Jose provided them with Christmas cake. They enjoyed 

the generosity of  so many generous  people, may the   good God bless them and reward them 

a hundred fold. We provided palliative Nursing care to a total number of 1449 clients.  

We are very grateful to St Brigid’s Third World group friends for their generous contribution to 

Hope House, year after year by which we  are able to give a quality care to our clients. Thank 

for helping us to reach out to the poor, needy clients, particularly who are suffering from HIV 

AIDS and cancer and other  terminal illnesses.   

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 

Thanking You  

Sr. Elsa Joseph & all at Hope House. 

2rd
 January 2019  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


